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Hilarión Eslava

1. This instrument was referred to as "Bajo" ("Bass") in the original manuscript. Based on the Editor’s observations for other Eslava works, it is assumed that the bass instrument may be contrabass, violoncello, ophicleide, and/or tuba (as available, in any combination).

2. Notes in red font found in this score did not appear in the source manuscript, and the Editor thought there may have been inadvertent omissions in the source. Such notes are the Editor’s suggestions.
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ci - ne - rem spar-git, si-cut ci - ne - rem spar-git, spar - git.
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\(\text{quoni-am, } 6\) quoni-am confor-ta-vit se-ras por-ta-rum; 
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\(\text{KB}\)
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Be-ne-di-cit fil-li-is
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tu-is, fil-li-is tu-is in-te.
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